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Testing a Wavelet-based Variability Model
(WVM) for Solar PV Power Plants
M. Lave and J. Kleissl, Member, IEEE

Abstract — A wavelet variability model (WVM) for simulating
photovoltaic (PV) power plant output given a single irradiance
point sensor as input is tested at the 48MW Copper Mountain
solar PV plant. 4 days with different amounts of variability are
chosen for validation of the model. Comparisons of wavelet
fluctuation power index (
) and power output ramp rates
(RRs) between the input point sensor, WVM simulated power
output, and actual power output are presented for the 4 test days.
At all timescales, the WVM simulated power output is found to
match the variability of the actual power output well, and to be a
strong improvement over the input point sensor.
Index Terms – photovoltaic, variability, solar energy, grid
integration, wavelet transforms
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I. INTRODUCTION

rid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) power
generation has grown exponentially over the past few
years. Continuing this trend to achieve a high penetration of
solar power is highly desirable from an environmental point of
view, but the variability of solar PV power is considered a
major obstacle. Solar PV power production is variable due to
the rising and setting of the sun, cloud formations, changes in
atmospheric composition, and panel specific variables such as
temperature and soiling. Cloud-induced fluctuations have the
highest potential to affect the electric grid since they introduce
changes in power production on short timescales. The other
causes of variability typically change over longer timescales
and are often more predictable than clouds. Fortunately,
though, since clouds are not homogeneous, geographic
smoothing will reduce variability.
Here we explore a wavelet based variability model (WVM)
for simulating the variability of a solar PV power plant given
limited inputs (the model was first presented in [1]). The
WVM will help grid operators understand the impact of solar
power variability and the benefits of geographic smoothing.
For example, the model can quantify the reduction in relative
variability by adding additional PV site locations that increase
geographic diversity. In this way, it can be used to estimate the
variability of a yet-to-be built solar PV power plant, or the
variability reduction benefit of adding more PV to an existing
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power plant. The model presented here scales up, taking the
timeseries of a single irradiance point sensor as input, then
using a wavelet transform and estimating variability
reductions to simulate the power output of an entire PV power
plant, by accounting for the geographic smoothing that will
occur over the entire plant.
The main focus of this paper is testing this WVM against an
actual power plant on various days. In section II we describe
previous works related to this method, section III outlines the
procedure for running the WVM, section IV is the validation
of the WVM for various days at a test solar PV power plant,
and section V is the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
A key factor in solar variability is the number of sites and
the size of geographic area that is being considered. While
solar power at one site may be highly variable, the relative
variability will be reduced when many sites are aggregated.
Geographic smoothing increases as more sites are aggregated
and as the correlation between sites decreases. While adding
more sites always reduces variability, the amount of this
reduction depends on the geographic diversity of the site mix
and the spatial decorrelation scale of cloud cover. Both affect
the correlations between sites: the lower the correlation the
more diverse the sites are or the more heterogeneous the cloud
field, which leads to more geographic smoothing. Several
studies have quantified the correlation between sites, and used
this as a metric to simulate power plant variability.
Since the power output from distant PV sites is
uncorrelated, the variance of aggregate output of multiple sites
will be a factor of smaller than the variance at just one site,
where
is the number of systems. We define the variability
ratio (VR) as the ratio of variance at one site to variance at the
average of all sites.
=

.

(1)

Defined this way, an increase in VR will indicate a decrease
in the aggregate variability.
= 1 for perfectly correlated
sites and
= for independent sites. Other values of VR
will exist depending on the correlation between sites.
The spatial and temporal scales of decorrelation vary by
location and meteorological conditions, leading to studies of
VR at various locations and number of sites. A fluctuation
factor, defined as the root mean squared (RMS) value of a
high-pass filtered 1-min timeseries of solar irradiance was
used to demonstrate a 1-month average VR value of 2.8 for 9
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sites located within a 4 km by 4 km grid in Tsukuba, Japan
[2]. 1-min steps of power output timeseries in Arizona show
VR values of 1.7 to 3.3 for 3 sites 100s of km apart [3]. 5-min
clear-sky index timeseries from 4 sites up to 100s of km apart
in Colorado had VR values of 2.4 to 4.1 [4]. Wiemken et al. 5min normalized output from 100 PV sites spread throughout
Germany were found to have a VR of 2.7 [5].
Analyzing 1-min data from 52 PV systems spread across
Japan, it was found that over 1-min, sites more than about 50100 km apart were uncorrelated and thus that there was a limit
reached whereby adding more PV sites had no effect on
reducing variability [6]. For times greater than 10-min,
however, they reject the hypothesis that sites within 1000 km
are independent, though some of the dependence may be due
to diurnal solar cycles and could be eliminated by using a
normalized solar radiation.
Step changes (deltas) in block averages of the clear-sky
index for 23 Southern Great Plains (SGP) GHI stations, with
sites separated by 20 to 440km showed that 1- and 5-min
fluctuations had nearly zero correlation between all sites, even
at 20km distances, but deltas for times longer than 5-min
increased in correlation with decreasing distance [7]. Through
simulation, the authors determine that six times less reserve
resources are required to mitigate fluctuations for a distributed
plant over 20 x 20 km than would be required for a central
plant of the same power capacity.
Another study used 24 irradiance sensors – 17 stations in
the ARM network and 7 stations in the SURFRAD network –
to create virtual networks of irradiance sensors by displacing
and time-shifting the sensor measurements [8]. 20-sec, 1-min,
5-min, and 15-min fluctuations become uncorrelated at 500m,
1km, 4km, and 10km, respectively. They extrapolate the
correlation relationships to model a homogeneously dispersed
solar resource over a 40x40 km grid, and find variability to be
reduced by a factor of 80, 40 10, or 4 over the variability of a
single site. Further work [9] has shown that the correlation
values collapse onto a line when the distance is divided by
timescale. Accounting for cloud speed as determined from
satellite further decreased the scatter suggesting a universal
correlation law.
With a similar objective to the WVM, [10] used a solar
irradiance point sensor timeseries to simulate variability of a
larger power plant. A cut-off frequency was defined as the
intersection of short-timescale and long-timescale linear fits of
the irradiance Fourier power spectrum. A smaller cut-off
frequency indicated smoothing up to a longer timescale, and
cut-off frequency was found to exponentially decay with
increasing PV plant area. To simulate a power plant form a
single irradiance sensor, a transfer function based on a low
pass filter which is scaled by the power plant area is used.
Validation against actual PV power output showed good
agreement between maximum power fluctuations of simulated
and actual data.
III. WVM PROCEDURE
In this section, we give a brief outline of the WVM. A full
description of the WVM process is given in [1]. The WVM
simulates power plant output given measurements from only a
single irradiance point sensor by determining the geographic
smoothing that will occur over the entire plant. The simulated
power plant may be made up of either distributed generation

(i.e., a neighborhood with rooftop PV), centrally located PV as
in a utility-scale power plant, or a combination of both. In the
WVM, we assume a statistically invariant irradiance field both
spatially and in time over the day, and we assume that
correlations between sites are isotropic: they depend only on
distance, not direction. The main steps to this procedure are:
1) Apply a wavelet transform to the clear-sky index of the
original irradiance timeseries, decomposing the clear-sky
index into wavelet modes ̅ ( ) at various timescales, ̅,
which represent cloud-caused fluctuations at each
timescale.
2) Determine the distances,
, , between all pairs of sites
in the PV power plant; = 1, … , , = 1, … , .
3) Determine the correlations,
, , ̅ , between the
irradiances all sites in the plant at timescales
corresponding to wavelet modes. We assume that
correlations are isotropic; they do not depend on direction
but merely the magnitude of distance between sites.
Central to determining these correlations is a correlation
scaling coefficient ( ). A small value (1-3) results in
lower correlations between sites and indicates small,
variable cloud formations, while a large
(>4) means
higher correlations and indicates larger, more continuous
clouds. The value varies day-by-day as cloud types and
patterns change.
4) Use the correlations to find the variability reduction,
VR( ̅), at each timescale.
5) Scale each mode of the wavelet transform by the VR
corresponding to that timescale to create simulated
wavelet modes of the entire power plant. Apply an inverse
wavelet transform to create a simulated clear sky index of
areal-averaged irradiance over the whole power plant,
> ( ).
<
6) Convert this area-averaged irradiance into power
using a clear-sky power model. Clear-sky
output, ( )
power models range from simple linear models to more
complicated, temperature dependent non-linear models.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE WVM
To compare the results of the WVM to actual power plant
power output, we used the Sempra Generation Copper
Mountain (CM) 48MWp utility scale PV power plant in
Boulder City, NV. The footprint of the CM plant is shown in
Fig. 1. The plant contains ground-mounted cadmium telluride
(CdTe) thin-film PV at a fixed tilt of 25°. Plane of array
(POA) irradiance at 1-sec resolution from a Kipp&Zonen
CMP11 was used for input to the WVM model, and the WVM
output was compared to power output of the entire plant also
measured at 1-sec. Total power output was the sum of all
inverter power outputs, so ignores AC transmission losses.
At the time of writing, complete data (all necessary
measurements for validating the WVM) is only available from
CM for August 2011 through November 2011. From this time
range, 4 test days with varying daily irradiance profiles were
chosen: August 24th, October 1st, October 10th, and November
7th. POA irradiance profiles for each of the days are shown in
Fig. 2. Since CM is in Southern Nevada, many of the days in
August to November were mostly clear. Clear days are of little
interest in validating the WVM, since there is no variability
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that August 24th ( = 4.16) and October 1st ( = 5.16) had
similar typical correlations and hence typical cloud sizes.
October 10th ( = 11.16), on the other hand, had a much
larger values and so much larger typical clouds leading to
larger correlations between sites. This tells us that on August
24th and October 1st, the benefits of geographic diversity
across the CM plant will be larger than on October 10th.
Table 1: Correlation scaling coefficients.

Fig. 1. Polygon showing the footprint of the Copper Mountain power plant.
The red shading shows the polygon footprints, while the blue dots show the
simulation containers representing small groups of PV panels. The large
yellow dot indicates the location of the POA point sensor used as input. The
map is approximately 3 × 2 km. Maps © Google Maps.

and hence no effect due to geographic smoothing between
sites. On a completely clear day, the power plant output can be
determined by using a linear multiplier of the irradiance.
However, the WVM is useful and must be validated on
variable days, and so the 4 test days chosen have at least some
variability. The mostly clear November 7th day will also serve
as a test to make sure that the WVM does not introduce any
issues during clear periods.
For each of the days, a different correlation scaling
coefficient ( ) value was found by using 15 plane-of-array
reference cells at CM (note the
values can also be
determined from a network of irradiance sensors or estimated
based on nearby or historical values). The values for the 4
test days are shown in Table 1. Based on these values, we see

August 24th
October 1st
October 10th
November 7th

value
4.16
5.16
11.16
2.87

Having determined the correlation scaling coefficients, we
can now apply the WVM to estimate the power plant power
output variability statistics at CM on the test days. For the
purposes of validating the WVM, we will be comparing
statistic in units of both clear-sky indices and power. In all
plots, we present the input (POA point sensor), WVM output
of power plant simulation, and actual power plant data. Table
2 shows the nomenclature that will be used in comparing these
three values. In all cases, the goal will be to match the
simulated power plant output to the actual power plant output.
The POA point sensor is included to show the improvement of
the simulation over the input to the WVM.
Following the steps of the WVM outlined in section III, a
simulated normalized irradiance timeseries of the entire CM
power plant was created, <
> ( ). This was
turned into a simulated power output,
, using a simple
power clear-sky model derived by using a linear multiplier

Fig. 2. Daily POA irradiance profiles at Copper Mountain. (a) August 24th, 2011, a variable day with a few midday clear periods. (b) October 1st , 2011, a
highly variable day with one midday clear period. (c) October 10th, 2011, a variable day with a mostly clear morning. (d) November 7th, 2011, a mostly clear
day with a little variability.
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Table 2: Nomenclature for POA, simulated power output, and actual power
output in different units. Angle brackets denote averaging.
is the
clear-sky index, while <
> is the ratio of actual to clear-sky
output power. Since the later does not align with the definition of the clearsky index, the
notation was chosen.
Clear-sky index
[-]

Power units
[MW]

POA point sensor
(input to WVM)
WVM simulated
power plant output

<

>

actual power plant
output

<

>

from a plane of array irradiance clear-sky model (here derived
from the Ineichen [11], Boland model [12], and Page Model
[13]). Note that while the WVM produces output that is just as
resolved as the input (i.e., a 1-sec input timeseries produces a
1-sec output timeseries). However, the CMP11 pyranometer
used for POA irradiance measurements has a response time of
5-sec, and so times shorter than 5-sec are not presented here
for validation.
For validation, as a variability metric we use the
, which
is the power content of fluctuations in the wavelet modes at
each timescale (for a further definition, see [1, 14]), analogous
to the power content of a Fourier transform. The
is a
valuable metric for measuring the effect of geographic
smoothing at each timescale. Geographic diversity will lead to
noticeable reductions in the short timescale
s, with little
effect on the long timescales. The goal of the WVM is to

create simulated power output that statistically has the same
variability distribution across all timescales as the actual
power output, and this will be achieved if the fpis of <
>
and <
>
match.
and total power
output can be slightly offset in time based on the direction of
cloud movement and the location of the POA sensor versus
the centroid of the power plant. Since the
describes the
variability content (and total variance) rather than the time of
occurrence, it allows measuring the accuracy of the WVM
independent of these limitations.
s of the POA sensor, simulated power,
Fig. 3 shows the
and actual power for the 4 test days. The simulated power
> matches the actual power <
>
<
well at all timescales for these 4 test days. The simulation
>
,
is a strong improvement over the input <
especially at short timescales. At long timescales, all three
s approach the same value, because the effect of
geographic smoothing reduces as the timescale increases. This
means that if concerned with long timescale (i.e., > 30-min)
power plant variability, a simple linear scaling of the
variability of the POA point sensor may be appropriate. At
shorter timescales, though, a simple scaling of the POA point
sensor variability will not be appropriate, and instead the
WVM works well to simulate the total power plant output
variability.
While the WVM has matched the
s well on these 4 test
days (Fig. 3), ramp rate (RR) statistics are often of greater
interest to power plant and grid operators. Fig. 4 shows the
cumulative distribution of RRs at 1-sec, 10-sec, 30-sec, and
60-sec for the 4 test days. At all of these timescales, but

Fig. 3. Fluctuation power index (
) for the POA point sensor (black), actual power output of Copper Mountain (red), and simulated power output (blue
line), for the 4 test days: (a) August 24th, (b) October 1st, (c) October 10th, and (d) November 7th. The simulation matches the actual power output well on
these 4 days, and is a strong improvement over the POA point sensor.
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especially at short timescales, we see the same trend as in the
short-timescale
s: the RRs are much reduced in
, and and
show similar RR distributions.
versus
Even on the mostly clear day (November 7th), the RRs of P
match well, even though the average magnitude of
and
extreme ramp rates has been greatly reduced (i.e., the 99%
RRs on November 7th are much smaller than the 99% RRs on
the other days). This consistent matching of RRs over both
highly variable and mostly clear days shows the versatility and
broad application of the WVM.
V. CONCLUSION
The wavelet-based variability model (WVM) for simulating
the power output of a solar photovoltaic (PV) plant was briefly
described and then tested on 4 days at the Copper Mountain
(CM) power plant. The 4 test days represented a range of
variable days, from highly variable to nearly clear.
For each of the test days, the correlation scaling coefficient
( ) was determined using reference cells at CM, and then used
to run the WVM. The results of the WVM simulation were
then compared to the actual power output in two ways: by
comparing a wavelet fluctuation power index ( ), and by
comparing the ramp rates of power output. Both of these test
showed strong agreement in the statistics of simulated and
actual power output at all timescales.

The
comparisons showed the strong difference between in
the power content of short-timescale, cloud-caused
fluctuations between the single plane of array (POA) point
sensor and the total power plant output. Geographic smoothing
was found to greatly reduce the variability at short timescales.
The WVM simulated this geographic smoothing well, and
s of simulated and actual power output matched at all
timescales.
Ramp rate (RR) distributions were also matched well by the
WVM simulation, and showed a distinct improvement over
the POA point sensor RRs, especially at short timescales. It
was found that for CM on these test days, linearly scaling the
POA point sensor to estimate the variability of the total plant
will heavily overestimate the variability.
Future work will focus on characterizing the
values
needed to determine correlations as a function of distance, and
on validating the model at more locations and over more days
in different seasons of the year.
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Fig. 4. Extreme (>75 percentile) ramp rate distributions at (clockwise from top left) 1-sec, 10-sec, 30-sec, and 60-sec for
(black), (red), and
(blue) for the 4 test days: (a) August 24th, (b) October 1st, (c) October 10th, (d) November 7th. The match between the simulated and actual power ramp rates
(red and blue lines) is strong for all days and all timescales.
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